1. **AIRPORT SPECIFIC:** See All Attention User Page (AAUP) for airport specific departure procedures (if applicable).

2. **PREFLIGHT:** Upon assignment of an RNAV SID, crosscheck the charted RNAV SID with the aircraft navigation system. Consider the following crosscheck items:
   - Departure Runway if known
   - Waypoint sequencing on the RNAV SID
   - En Route Transition
   - Do not modify or manually construct waypoints on the SID
   - Any specific aircraft navigation operating procedures

3. **BEFORE TAKEOFF:** Any modification, including runway changes should be verified in the navigation system with the RNAV SID. If unable to verify correct loading or if unable comply with the RNAV SID, advise ATC. If required, ensure runway position update is accomplished prior to take off.

4. **LINE UP/TAKEOFF:** Expect a takeoff clearance that will include either an assigned heading or the RNAV track to the first waypoint. Take in to consideration the following:
   - If assigned a heading do not delete the RNAV SID from the navigation system.
   - **Verify that the correct runway and first waypoint** are loaded, and that the correct lateral navigation mode is available for use after takeoff. If the takeoff clearance does not match the planned/loaded procedure, either request an initial heading from tower or refuse the takeoff clearance until the discrepancy is resolved.
   - A typical takeoff clearance may state, for example, “(Callsign) 123 RNAV to MPASS, Runway 26L, Cleared for Takeoff”. The expected pilot response is, “(Callsign) 123, RNAV to MPASS, Runway 26L, Cleared for Takeoff”.
   - If no additional instructions are received with the take-off clearance pilots are still expected to fly the published procedure issued in the IFR clearance.

5. **AFTER TAKEOFF:** Unless instructed to fly a heading by the Tower, engage lateral navigation flight guidance as soon as practical and fly the departure precisely. Strict compliance with the lateral track and charted altitude and speed restrictions is imperative. Parallel RNAV departures must not encroach on the airspace between extended parallel runway centerlines without specific ATC clearance. Manually intervene if necessary to stay on track to avoid deviating in the direction of a parallel runway, track or aircraft. If unable to comply with the SID profile, either laterally or vertically, immediately notify ATC.